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ABSTRACT
We analyze urban mobility by relying on the short-term mobility traces gathered from a publicly available web-based repository of GPS tracks - the Nokia Sports Tracker service\(^1\). All mobility traces are obtained from a set of \textit{kml} files\(^2\). We show how the data collected voluntarily by individuals, equipped with GPS-enabled mobile phones, can be used to infer accurate, large-scale footprint of urban mobility. This method, unlike others - for example, personal interviewing, is more scalable and less time consuming. It exploits the fact that the on-line masses are willing to share their experience with others.

We present a set of heuristics used to filter out bogus tracks from the dataset. We show that the mobility patterns, inferred from the remaining, credible, short-term mobility traces have macroscopic characteristics similar to the characteristics of mobility patterns retrieved from the long-term mobility traces, gathered in different urban environments. The results of our analysis lead to a proposal for creating city-specific mobility profiles. We discuss how such profiles could help improve location privacy and help develop new context-aware applications and services for mobile users.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the year 2008, Nokia planned to ship out 35 million GPS-enabled devices\(^3\). The proliferation of such devices, together with the implications beyond the hype of the iPhone, allows many location-based services to flourish\(^4\). Nokia Sports Tracker is one of these services: mobile phone owners use it to upload their activity traces to a web-based GPS track repository to store and share with others.

In this paper we show that from such on-line repositories it is possible to retrieve short-term mobility traces and to infer mobility pattern specific to a certain region. We present the techniques we developed and give a general overview of how to collect and postprocess GPS tracks from a publicly available repository.

The datasets with long-term mobility traces contain locations of individuals recorded on a regular basis, independent on their activities. This is in contrast with our dataset, containing short-term mobility traces. We observe that the access to datasets with short-term mobility traces is facilitated by developments in Web 2.0 technologies. This simplifies mobility modeling in urban scenario, where large scale datasets are required for meaningful analysis. We observe that although such short-term mobility traces contain only a snapshot of people’s mobility, they can be used to infer collective mobility patterns that unveil macroscopic characteristics similar to characteristics of mobility patterns derived from datasets containing long-term mobility.

We believe that studying mobility patterns by using the publicly available short-term individual mobility traces should not raise significant privacy concerns as users of services such as the Nokia Sports Tracker accept to publish information about their trips\(^5\). Note that this is not the case for the long-term mobility traces, gathered without an explicit consent from the end users\(^6\). The primary deterrents to collection of large-scale mobility data, i.e., user’s privacy and recruitment, are automatically circumvented when the data is collected on a short-term basis through a service fully controlled by each user.

Many large-scale mobility traces are coarse-grained both in time and location. For example the most fine-grained
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\(^1\)http://sportstracker.nokia.com
\(^2\)http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/kml

\(^3\)Olli-Pekka Kallasvuo, President and CEO, Nokia
Nokia Annual General Meeting, 8 May 2008
\(^4\)The number of location-aware applications added to the iPhone App Store increased from 500 to 2500 between October 2008 and May 2009: http://www.skyhookwireless.com/locationapps
dataset studied by Gonzales et al. in [6] contains traces of 206 mobile phone users whose locations, represented by the coordinates of the closest base station, are recorded every 2 hours for a period of 6 months. In contrast the traces shared on-line through the Nokia Sports Tracker service are fine-grained in both time (location update time interval in seconds) and space (user geo-location instead of base station coordinates).

It is worth noticing that very often the large-scale mobility traces contain only location information. The dataset available through the Nokia Sports Tracker service contains also contextual information. Users explicitly specify their activities associated with each route, e.g. walking, running, cycling, driving, etc. This allows us to associate the known context of people's activities with certain locations. It is crucial for many context-aware services, which are sensitive to context much more than to location. Using the Nokia Sports Tracker dataset we show how certain activities cluster in specific areas of the city. The results of our study lead, inter alia, to a proposal for improving the location privacy in mobile ad hoc networks operating in urban environment.

To summarize, we make the following contributions:

- We present the guidelines for the retrieval of urban mobility patterns from a web-based repository of GPS tracks.
- We show that mobility patterns inferred from short-term mobility traces share macroscopic characteristics similar to characteristics of mobility patterns extracted from long-term traces.
- We analyze the mobility traces from three European capitals to show the spatial clustering of activities.
- We introduce the concept of a city-specific mobility profile.
- We discuss how such a mobility profile can be used to design context-aware applications and how it can help achieve significant location privacy in mobile networks.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the related work. In Section 3 we present the dataset we retrieve plus the heuristics we use for filtering. Next, in Section 4 we show the evidence that both short-term and long-term mobility traces unveil similar macroscopic mobility characteristics. We also introduce so-called city-specific mobility profile as a way to capture urban mobility footprint. In Section 5 we discuss the potential applications of the city-specific mobility profile inferred from a web-based repository of GPS tracks. Finally in Section 6 we conclude our work and we present possible future directions for this paper.

2. RELATED WORK

There exist many publicly available datasets of human mobility, e.g. Haggle iMote [14] or Reality Mining [15]. The main problem with these datasets is that they are too small to study large-scale mobility. This is because in order to gather such traces many individuals have to be recruited and equipped with dedicated devices that record their location and (sometimes) contextual information. In this work we propose to focus on publicly available repositories of GPS tracks as a resource for studying human mobility in urban environments.

In fact there is a plethora of on-line repositories, similar to Nokia Sports Tracker, e.g. [19, 20, 21]. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to study city-wide human mobility based solely on the short-term mobility traces obtained from an online repository for GPS-based tracks.

There have been many successful attempts to study the mobility of many individuals in an urban environment. Balazinska et al. in [1] present results from a four-week trace collected in a large corporate environment. They use the 802.11b local-area network to track user associations with 177 access points. They are able to infer long-term mobility patterns of 1366 unique MAC addresses together with detailed information on the amount of data transferred. Note that the dataset available through Nokia Sports Tracker does not allow for the retrieval of the long-term mobility traces. However it provides more accurate location information. In addition, user activity-related context is also available. González et al. in [6] study mobility patterns of 100'000 individuals using the data set disclosed by a telecom operator. This raised many privacy concerns as mobility data was provided without an explicit consent from the end users [4]. Note that in the case of the Nokia Sports Tracker the privacy issues are relaxed by users. In [12], Reades et al. study mobility patterns by using a dataset also provided by a telecom company. This dataset consists of aggregated and anonymized mobile phone use, more specifically the network bandwidth use collected at the antenna level. In contrast to the dataset used by Reades et al., the Nokia Sports Tracker dataset allows us to infer city-wide mobility patterns at a more fine-grained level.

A similar analysis of collective mobility patterns in urban environment was done by Kaltenbrunner et al. in [8]. Authors obtain the data by periodically mining kml files accessible through the Bicing website [18]. They analyze urban mobility by tracking bicycles at the stations of the community bicycle program in Barcelona. Using dedicated heuristics, they are able to detect temporal patterns in mobility as well as identify residential, business and leisure areas. The data provided by the Nokia Sports Tracker service allows us to characterize mobility not only at the origin and destination of a trip, but also in between.

3. NOKIA SPORTS TRACKER

Nokia Sports Tracker is a location-based service provided by Nokia, which allows users to track their routes, speed and timings while engaging in various activities. Each user equipped with a GPS-enabled mobile phone has to install a dedicated piece of software that allows for the recording of the track and for uploading it to the on-line repository. Each publicly available track is a compressed version of the original track, downloadable as a kml file. In Table 1 we show what information is stored in each kml file. Each route is represented as a collection of waypoints where each waypoint is a three-tuple: (longitude, latitude, altitude). Users can associate with each route a specific activity, e.g. walking, running, cycling, driving, etc.

3.1 Dataset Retrieval

For the purpose of this study we collected approximately 125'000 tracks recorded between July 2007 and September 2008. This large dataset of kml files contains traces from
all over the world. As we focus on analyzing urban mobility, we preselect only the traces recorded in three European capitals: Helsinki (8330 traces), Stockholm (1976 traces), and London (2918 traces). The resulting dataset combines traces from different activities (running, walking, cycling, etc.), and as such only provides occasional snapshots of a person’s long-term mobility.

## 3.2 Postprocessing

The purpose of postprocessing is to remove tracks that are not credible for a meaningful analysis. We are aware that GPS-enabled devices operating in an urban environment, where the sky is often occluded, might generate tracks with many errors. To the best of our knowledge, the Nokia Sports Tracker service does not currently provide an automatic correction of such errors in the uploaded GPS tracks. Thus the resulting kml files may be bogus. Here we present the set of heuristics used to filter out the inappropriate tracks.

In order to be able to calculate distances between waypoints for each track we convert geo-coordinates to Cartesian coordinates using Vincenty’s formulae [16]. This allows us to compare if the distance as given in the kml file is similar to the one calculated directly from the route. Also, it is important to verify if the average speed from the kml file is comparable to the speed calculated directly from the trace. Unfortunately the kml files do not contain information about the time difference between two consecutive waypoints (cf. Table 1). However, knowing that the default period for logging geo-coordinates by a Nokia GPS-enabled device is one second and knowing that on average each trace is compressed at the server side to a trace with up to approximately 200 waypoints only, we are able to find the time difference between consecutive waypoints. Note that we have reverse engineered the latter by studying the characteristics of routes from the collected kml files.

Our first filter is designed to remove from the raw dataset all tracks that are short in time (less than 1 minute) and in distance (less than 500 meters), because they may not be credible due to the insufficient amount of ephemeris data required to correctly calculate the geo-location. Next, we omit all the traces for which the maximum speed is lower than the average speed. We apply this filter twice - for the first time on the speeds provided in the corresponding kml file and for the second time on the speeds calculated from the track. Next, we verify the difference between the total traveled distance from the kml file and the distance calculated from the route relative to the latter. If it is larger than 30%, then the corresponding track is omitted. Finally, we also apply the same procedure for the average speed.

As a result, we obtain collection of clean traces: Helsinki - 3757 traces recorded by 731 users, Stockholm - 1056 traces recorded by 157 users and London - 2488 traces recorded by 504 users. To verify whether the resulting dataset contains credible GPS tracks, we perform the following test. We compare the population-based mean $\mu$ and the variance $\sigma^2$ of the average speed $v$ before and after filtering the dataset separately for each city and in addition for each activity (cf. Table 2). We focus on the three most characteristic and popular activities for the urban environment, i.e., walking, running and cycling. We omit other activities such as driving mainly because the size of the corresponding collection of tracks is too small for meaningful analysis. Also other activities such as orienteering or rowing are not very specific for the urban environment thus they are also omitted. The typical average speed for walking varies between 4.7 and 8.3 km/h [3], for running - between 9 and 15.2 km/h [3] and for cycling - between 15 and 25 km/h [17]. By comparing the $\mu_v$ and $\sigma_v^2$ calculated for the raw dataset with those calculated for the filtered one we are able to see how effective our filtering heuristics are. The significant reduction in the variability of the average speed (cf. Table 2 column 4 vs. 6) suggests that our heuristics work well.

Note that instead of removing the spurious tracks we could improve the track accuracy by reconciling a user’s location with the underlying map by using map matching methods. This is however out of scope of this paper. The reader is kindly referred to the rich body of related literature, e.g. [11].

### 4. SHORT-TERM URBAN MOBILITY

Here we verify if a dataset from the Nokia Sports Tracker service unveils mobility characteristics similar to other datasets containing large-scale and long-term mobility traces. Specifically, we compare mobility patterns derived from the Nokia Sports Tracker dataset with the two mobility traces we obtained from two large taxi companies from Warsaw [13] and San Francisco [9] - they both contain GPS-based tracks of taxi fleet (>500 cabs) recorded for a period of more than a month. For more details about the traces we refer the reader to the original papers. We are specifically interested in the node distribution and its impact on connectivity in mobile networks operating in an urban environment. It has been shown that the node spatial distribution is heterogeneous and thus can lead to network partitioning [13].

#### 4.1 Spatial Distribution of Nodes
Here we show that the spatial distribution of nodes in an urban environment is heavy tailed. For each dataset, we look at the distribution of counts of nodes visits to a grid of square cells of equal size. For this analysis, we first divide the whole region of Warsaw, San Francisco and Helsinki into a set of square cells of equal size (1000 × 1000 m). We focus specifically on Helsinki because the dataset for this city is the largest among those we extracted from the Nokia Sports Tracker repository, thus it is statistically more significant. Call \( C_z \) - the number of waypoints that fall into cell \( z \) - a count for cell \( z \). The set of cells with their corresponding counts \( C_z \) can be interpreted as a density map. In Figure 1 we present density maps for Warsaw, San Francisco and Helsinki. For each cell \( z \) we find \( c(z) = \frac{C_z}{\sum C_z} \), which can be interpreted as an empirical probability that a random waypoint falls into the cell \( z \). Figure 2 shows the empirical complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of \( c(z) \) for all the three datasets. Linear behavior on the plot is evidence for a heavy tail distribution, which implies that some cells have a population density much above the average. We find that the tail index for Warsaw is \( \lambda_W = 1.65 \), for San Francisco - \( \lambda_{SF} = 1.45 \) and for Helsinki - \( \lambda_H = 1.3 \).

### 4.2 Activity Mapping

Recall that the Nokia Sports Tracker software installed on a mobile phone allows each user to associate a specific activity with each track. Here we focus again on the three most characteristic activities for the urban environment: walking, running and cycling. In Figure 3 we present the density maps for each activity and for each city separately. Visual inspection allows us to draw a conclusion that each activity has its own spatial pattern.

### 4.3 Network Connectivity

Unlike the datasets with explicit connectivity information [14, 15], all three datasets under our investigation do not contain any information about node connectivity. Hence, we need to infer the contacts between nodes if we want to study the connectivity.

Let us first define the connectivity graph. The mobile nodes and the corresponding wireless links define the connectivity graph \( G(V, E) \), where \( V(G) \) is the set of mobile nodes and \( E(G) \) is the set of radio links between mobile nodes, i.e., \( E(G) = \{ e = (i, j) | d_{ij} \leq r \} \). We assume that \( r \) is fixed and represents the maximal radius allowed by power constraints. We define \( H_k \) as a component of \( G \), with \( C(G) = \{ H_1, H_2, \ldots, H_K \} \) the set of all components, i.e., \( G = \bigcup_{k=1}^{K} H_k \).

To show the emergence of connectivity islands in urban environments, we study how the structure of the connectivity graph changes with increasing \( r \). More precisely, we focus on the size of components \( |H_k| \) present in the connectivity graph \( G(V, E) \) generated at a random time instant from all three data sets. For this experiment, we densify our trace in the following way. We assume that the sampled nodes are a representative subset of the overall traffic, and that their movements are stationary and ergodic. Under this assumption, we can generate a denser sample of node locations (in our case, 3000 nodes) by sampling uniformly at random from the entire dataset. This denser sample brings out more detail in the connectivity graph.

In Figure 4 we show the results. We observe a clear trend in all the cases - the number of connected components of a size larger than 10 rises quickly with the communication
range \( r \) towards a maximum; past this critical value, the number of components starts to decrease, because smaller components start coalescing into larger ones. However, this decrease tends to be slow; even when \( r \) becomes a multiple of the critical value, there are still many components left. This is because node locations are not distributed uniformly in space, which prevents percolation into a single giant cluster when \( r \) grows. Thus, we conclude that in an urban environment disconnected network topologies, with a large number of components, seem to be a robust phenomenon that persists over a wide range of radio ranges.

4.4 Discussion

Short-term mobility traces, produced by a large group of Nokia Sports Tracker users, unveil macroscopic characteristics of collective urban mobility similar to the long-term mobility traces generated by taxi fleets. We conjecture that it can be attributed to features of the urban environment, where urban landscapes shape the way people move. A similar observation was made by Jiang et al. in [7], that it is the underlying road network topology that governs the scaling behavior of the node spatial distribution. Interestingly, despite differences in the mobility type and city topologies, the connectivity characteristics of city-wide mobile ad hoc networks seem to be very similar.

4.5 City-Specific Mobility Profile

Our analysis shows that the short-term mobility traces unveil similar macroscopic mobility characteristics as the long-term traces. Hence, they appear to be useful for inferring urban mobility patterns. Therefore, we postulate that the publicly available repository of GPS tracks can be used to create so-called city-specific mobility profiles that represent a collection of places to which context and mobility specific attributes and corresponding values are assigned (cf. Figure 3). A city-specific mobility profile can be used, for example, to produce synthetic mobility traces, characteristic for a certain region. For example, in the case of the Heterogeneous Random Walk mobility model [10], this can be done by inferring mobility model parameters from the mobility trace, specifically the location and size of large connected components. Additionally, a city-specific mobility profile can help enhance the location privacy in mobile networks and also design context-aware applications. We discuss these in more detail in the next section.

5. POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS

5.1 Improving Location Privacy

In mobile ad hoc networks, third parties are capable of tracking a mobile node’s location by monitoring the pseudonyms used for identification. An existing solution to protect the location privacy of mobile nodes suggests changing pseudonyms in regions called Mix Zones [2]. Each Mix Zone is an anonymizing region that obfuscates the relation between entering and exiting nodes. It has been shown that the location privacy increases with two factors: (i) the number of nodes in a Mix Zone and (ii) the similarity of a mobility profile of individuals inside a Mix Zone. It means that the location privacy achieved in mobile network highly depends on the placement of the Mix Zones. Recently, Freudiger et al. have shown in [5] that the city-specific mobility profile could be used to find the optimal placement of Mix Zones so that the location privacy is highly improved, i.e., the tracking success by an adversary is decreased when Mix Zones are well placed.

Nokia Sports Tracker users represent a specific part of the population ready to relax their privacy in order to have the opportunity to share with others information about their past trajectories. Their generosity can be exploited by application developers to design better location privacy schemes, e.g. by identifying hot-spot locations specific to a certain activity (cf. Figure 3). In other words mobile users concerned about their location privacy could rely on a Mix Zone infrastructure designed by exploiting the mobility profiles of Nokia Sports Tracker users.

5.2 Designing Context-Aware Services

In many context-aware services it is not enough to rely solely on the location information. This is because there is more that defines an individual, his preferences and state, than his location. We believe that city-specific mobility profiles should help developers and service providers to build
better context-aware applications and services.

We know that context information is more difficult to obtain than a user’s location. Fortunately Nokia Sports Tracker users, apart from relaxing their location privacy, volunteer to unveil their context. Hence mining the mobility traces of Nokia Sports Tracker users, allows us to leverage both - their location and context. For example, vehicle traffic updates could be context-aware, e.g. only while driving or cycling users would be provided imperceptibly with such updates.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We propose a set of guidelines to collect and filter short-term mobility traces from publicly available repositories of GPS tracks. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that exploits such repositories to study large-scale urban mobility. Our method relies on the fact that mobile users, subscribed to an on-line service dedicated to location tracking, agree to relax their privacy to be able to share their tracks with others. This data collection approach complements traditional techniques of gathering mobility traces. We have shown that the collection of sporadic mobility traces of many users unveils characteristics of mobility patterns similar to long-term mobility traces. Finally we propose an abstraction called city-specific mobility profile, which can be used to enhance location privacy and to design better context-aware services.

We believe that building city-specific mobility profiles based on the short-term mobility traces is a good starting point not only to find optimal locations of Mix Zones but also to design better context-aware services. However, more data needs to be collected for this purpose. We intend to gather more data also for the purpose of analyzing the activity cycles specific to particular locations. We also intend to focus more on the individual mobility - analyzing this information would allow us to build new personalized context-aware services. We would also like to revise our assumption about the representativeness of the city-specific mobility profile inferred from the web services like Nokia’s. Although the Nokia Sports Tracker is aimed at sports users, we believe that the number of generic users of this service is increasing. Walking or cycling is not only associated with recreation or training. In fact, the most common type of cycling is utility cycling. This cycling is not only associated with recreation or training. In
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